Diagram of microscope parts

Before exploring the parts of a compound microscope , you should probably understand that
the compound light microscope is more complicated than just a microscope with more than one
lens. First, the purpose of a microscope is to magnify a small object or to magnify the fine
details of a larger object in order to examine minute specimens that cannot be seen by the
naked eye. Eyepiece: The lens the viewer looks through to see the specimen. The eyepiece
usually contains a 10X or 15X power lens. Diopter Adjustment: Useful as a means to change
focus on one eyepiece so as to correct for any difference in vision between your two eyes. Body
tube Head : The body tube connects the eyepiece to the objective lenses. Arm: The arm
connects the body tube to the base of the microscope. Coarse adjustment: Brings the specimen
into general focus. Fine adjustment: Fine tunes the focus and increases the detail of the
specimen. Nosepiece: A rotating turret that houses the objective lenses. The viewer spins the
nosepiece to select different objective lenses. Objective lenses : One of the most important
parts of a compound microscope, as they are the lenses closest to the specimen. A standard
microscope has three, four, or five objective lenses that range in power from 4X to X. Most
specimens are mounted on slides, flat rectangles of thin glass. The specimen is placed on the
glass and a cover slip is placed over the specimen. This allows the slide to be easily inserted or
removed from the microscope. It also allows the specimen to be labeled, transported, and
stored without damage. Stage height adjustment Stage Control : These knobs move the stage
left and right or up and down. Older microscopes used mirrors to reflect light from an external
source up through the bottom of the stage; however, most microscopes now use a low-voltage
bulb. Condenser: Gathers and focuses light from the illuminator onto the specimen being
viewed. All of the parts of a microscope work together - The light from the illuminator passes
through the aperture, through the slide, and through the objective lens, where the image of the
specimen is magnified. The then magnified image continues up through the body tube of the
microscope to the eyepiece, which further magnifies the image the viewer then sees. Learning
to use and adjust your compound microscope is the next important step. It's also imperative to
know and understand the best practices of cleaning your microscope. The parts of a compound
microscope work together in hospitals and in forensic labs, for scientists and students,
bacteriologists and biologists so that they may view bacteria, plant and animal cells and
tissues, and various microorganisms the world over. Compound microscopes have furthered
medical research, helped to solve crimes, and they have repeatedly proven invaluable in
unlocking the secrets of the microscopic world. Basics of a Compound Microscope. Beginner
Microscope Experiments. Microscope Slides Preparations-Styles and Techniques. Prepared
Microscope Slides - Benefits and Recommendations. Stereo Microscope Vs Compound
Microscope. Check out this Microscope Quiz to test your knowledge. Interesting info here on
Basic Microscope Ergonomics. Amazon and the Amazon logo are trademarks of Amazon.
Scientific understanding changes over time. MicroscopeMaster is not liable for your results or
any personal issues resulting from performing the experiment. The MicroscopeMaster website
is for educational purposes only. Images are used with permission as required. Feb 18, 21 PM.
What are saprophytes? Also known as saprotrophs, saprophytes are organisms that obtain
nourishment from dead and decaying organic matter. Read more here. Read More. Feb 17, 21
PM. The term "epiphytes" refers to a group of organisms that grows on the surface of other
plants. Some epiphytes can also grow on surfaces that provide support. Feb 12, 21 PM.
Rickettsia bacteria is a genus that consists of small, obligate intracellular parasites of human
beings, animals, and plants. Comments Have your say about what you just read on
MicroscopeMaster! Leave me a comment in the box below. Additional Info. Recent Articles. A
microscope is one of the commonly used equipment in a laboratory setting. A microscope is an
optical instrument used to magnify an image of a tiny object; objects that are not visible to the
human eyes. There are two types of optical microscopes and these are the simple and
compound microscopes. There are various types of microscopes and each type has a specific
set of functions. Picture 1: The image above is a stereo microscope. Picture 2: The image above
is a confocal microscope. Image source: thorlabs. Picture 3: The image above is parts of
scanning electron microscope. Image source: britannica. Picture 4: The picture is a
transmission electron microscope. In this article, we are going to tackle a simple microscope,
its parts and functions, and its applications. A simple microscope is also called a magnifying
glass because of its convex lens of small focal length. It is used to see the magnified image of
an object that is not visible to the human eyes. If you place a tiny object within the focus of the
simple microscope, a magnified image of the object is formed making it easier for the naked eye
peeping through the lens to see the image. As the name suggests, a simple microscope uses a
single lens for magnification while a compound microscope uses various lenses to further
magnify the object. Also see : Labeling the parts of the Microscope. Mechanical parts pertain to
the parts of the microscope that support the optional parts. They help in the adjustment so as to

accurately magnify the object. Mechanical parts include the following:. They are the parts of the
microscope that involved passing the light through the specimen and magnify its size. Parts of
the optical parts are as follows:. A simple microscope is a device that only has one lens for
magnification. It functions the same way as the magnifying glass. Although it is simple in terms
of design and function, it is useful I various fields including medicine, jewelry and watchmaking,
and agriculture, to name a few. Name required. Email will not be published required. Leave a
Reply Click here to cancel reply. Comment Name required Email will not be published required
Website. To better understand the structure and function of a microscope, we need to take a
look at the labeled microscope diagrams of the compound and electron microscope. These
diagrams clearly explain the functioning of the microscopes along with their respective parts.
The microscope is one of them. Probably, it all started when man, realized that a piece of crystal
could magnify images because it is thicker in the center than in the edges. Trials with different
pieces of glass and crystals began, and eventually led to the evolution of the microscope.
Although Anton van Leeuwenhoek of Holland is known as the father of microscopy, the credit
for the earliest working model of the microscope can be given to the Dutch father and son duo,
Zacharias Jansen and his son Hans. Would you like to write for us? Well, we're looking for good
writers who want to spread the word. Get in touch with us and we'll talk Today, the microscope
has become an indispensable part of biology. While the compound microscope is most
commonly used during our academic tenure, the electron microscope being an advanced model
is used in high-end laboratories for carrying out extremely technical and critical research. Here,
unlabeled microscope diagrams have been provided for your perusal, which will help you
practice and test your understanding of the instrument. Depending on the source of
illumination, microscopes can be divided into two categories. They are:. The compound
microscope uses light for illumination. Some compound microscopes make use of natural light,
whereas others have an illuminator attached to the base. The specimen is placed on the stage
and observed through different lenses of the microscope, which have varying magnification
powers. Arm â€” The arm connects the body tube to the base. The user must hold this part in
order to move the microscope from one place to another. Base â€” As the name suggests, the
base is the lowest portion on which the whole structure of the microscope rests. Eyepiece â€” It
is through the eyepiece that we look at the specimen placed on the stage of the microscope. It
contains two or more lenses. The most common magnification for the eyepiece is of 10x,
however, they can also be of 2x and 5x. An eyepiece is a removable part that can be
interchanged with another one of a different magnification. Objective Lenses â€” A standard
compound microscope contains two primary objective lenses, which can have a magnification
of 4x, 5x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 50x, and x. The magnification values are written on the side of each lens.
The objective turret to which these lenses are attached, can be manually rotated to get the lens
to give the desired magnification and focus of the specimen. Stage â€” is the platform below the
objective lens on which the object or specimen to be viewed is placed. There is a hole in the
stage through which light beam passes and illuminates the specimen that is to be viewed. Stage
Clips â€” There are two stage clips, one on each side of the stage. Once the slide containing the
specimen is placed on the stage, the stage clips are used to hold the slide in place. Diaphragm
â€” is located on the lower surface of the stage. It is used to control the amount of light that
reaches the specimen through the hole in the stage. Illuminator â€” Simple compound
microscopes have a mirror that can be moved to adjust the amount of light that is focused on
the specimen. However, some advanced types of compound microscopes have their own light
source. The Adjustments â€” There are two adjustment knobs, the fine adjustment knob and the
coarse adjustment knob. The coarse adjustment knob helps in improving the focus at a low
power, whereas the fine adjustment knob helps in adjusting the focus of the lenses with higher
magnification. Electron microscopes focus electron beams upon the specimen instead of using
light. This helps to view the specimen at an extremely high resolution. The camera present
within the microscope captures images to reveal the finer details of the specimen. This
microscope can zoom and view the density of a specimen until it is only a micrometer thick and
has a magnification ranging between 1, â€” ,x on the fluorescent screen. This microscope needs
a computer software to yield precise results. Electron Gun â€” The electron gun contains the
cathode and control shield or grid. The cathode is the negative electrode through which
electrons are generated. These electrons travel as cathode rays or electron beams within the
electron microscope. The cathode and the control grid are placed above the electron gun, in a
separate compartment away from the lenses. This part must be placed accurately for the
microscope to generate accurate results. Anode â€” is the second electrode of the electron gun
and is shaped like a disk. This disk contains an axial opening for the electron beams to pass
through it. A high voltage is made to pass towards the anode, which transmits through it at a
constant rate. Condenser Lens â€” collects the electron beam, and is responsible for controlling

the aperture and focus of the rays. The intensity and diameter of the electron beam is also
curtailed and directed through the diaphragm or aperture, onto the specimen and thereafter to
the objective lens. The diameter of the beam can be tweaked in order to get the optimal contrast
and brightness. Objective Aperture Lens â€” is placed beneath the specimen tray. The focal
length of this lens is short and ranges from mm. The objective lens helps to generate a real
image of the specimen, which is magnified further by the intermediate lens along with the
projector lens. The concentration of beams and its spatial resolution ability to view details of
the specimen are dependent on the aperture or diameter of the objective lens. Intermediate Lens
â€” is actually the first projector lens and is placed above the second projector lens. This
magnification is further enlarged through the use of the actual projector lens. The projector lens
magnifies the image by five times and thus has a ratio or range of magnification. The
combination of two lenses allows for greater zooming of the image without having to change
the actual length of the electron microscope. Fluorescent Screen â€” is a transparent sheet
which is coated with a phosphoric substance. The coat is applied on the side of the sheet which
is facing towards the rays. When the electron rays hit this sheet, it causes the phosphor to
fluoresce or illuminate the image of the specimen. This image is simultaneously captured by the
image recording device that is placed beneath the fluorescent screen. The microscope is an
important instrument in the world of biological science. Diagrams have always been of great
help in understanding both the structural and functional aspects of entities. These labeled
microscope diagrams and the functions of its various parts, attempt to simplify the microscope
for you. Download the diagrams and practice labeling the different parts of these fascinating
instruments. All the best! A compound microscope is an optical microscope that uses light and
different lenses to exaggerate or magnify an object. To know more about a compound
microscope, its basics, and usesâ€¦. The tropical rainforest represents a thick vegetation,
characterized by heavy rainfall and rich biodiversity. Here is some information about the energy
pyramid of tropical rainforests. Mechanical weathering is a part of the 'rock cycle', through
which the Earth's topography is constantly reshaped. If you want to know about the process,
here is an article forâ€¦. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content Skip to footer A Study of the
Microscope and its Functions With a Labeled Diagram To better understand the structure and
function of a microscope, we need to take a look at the labeled microscope diagrams of the
compound and electron microscope. Like it? Share it! Let's Work Together! Related Posts
Compound Microscope: Basics, Functionality, and Uses A compound microscope is an optical
microscope that uses light and different lenses to exaggerate or magnify an object. A Guide to
Tropical Rainforest's Energy Pyramid and its Importance The tropical rainforest represents a
thick vegetation, characterized by heavy rainfall and rich biodiversity. A Layman's Guide to
Mechanical Weathering and Its Major Types Mechanical weathering is a part of the 'rock cycle',
through which the Earth's topography is constantly reshaped. Get Updates Right to Your Inbox
Sign up to receive the latest and greatest articles from our site automatically each week give or
take If you are human, leave this field blank. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Cookie settings
Accept. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while
you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. This article will review the structure of a compound microscope
and explain to you how each part works to give us the magnification images. What is a
microscope? A microscope is an instrument used to see objects that are too small to be seen
by the naked eye. Therefore, a microscope can be understood as an instrument to see tiny
things. We have an article covering the history, types, and evolution of all kinds of microscopes.
If you are interested in this topic, please click the link above. A compound microscope is the
most common type of light optical microscopes. Basically, compound microscopes generate
magnified images through an aligned pair of the objective lens and the ocular lens. He
discovered many microorganisms, such as Paramecium , using this simple microscope. He

established the cell theory, which states that all organisms are made of cells, all life functions
occur in cells, and all cells come from other cells. Photo credit: Olympus. Note: When carrying a
compound microscope, please always lift it by holding both the arm and base simultaneously,
like the image below. Many optical parts of a microscope work together to magnify and produce
an image of the specimen placed on a slide. These parts include:. The eyepiece or ocular lens is
the lens part at the top of a microscope that the viewer looks through. The standard eyepiece
has a magnification of 10x. You may exchange with an optional eyepiece ranged from 5x â€”
30x. The current design of the eyepiece is no longer a single convex lens. Instead, the eyepiece
consists of several optical lenses working together to give us the best imaging. Photo credit:
Molecular expressions. The eyepiece tube carries the eyepiece lens. It holds the eyepiece at the
right place that aligns perfectly with the objective lenses. It also places the eyepiece and the
objective lenses within a distance range, generating in-focus images. For monocular
microscopes, there is only one eyepiece tube. Binocular microscopes have two eyepieces that
allow you to see with both your eyes. A trinocular microscope has an additional third eyepiece
tube for connecting a microscope camera. The eyepieces of binocular microscopes typically
have a diopter adjustment ring that allows for correcting the difference in vision between your
two eyes. By adjusting it, both eyes can see a clear image. Photo credit: Spot imaging.
Objective lenses are the primary optical lenses for specimen visualization on a microscope.
Objective lenses collect the light passing through the specimen and focus the light beam to
form a magnified image. The objective lenses are the most important parts of a microscope. The
most important imaging component in the optical microscope is the objective. The current
objective is a complex multi-lens assembly that has a great power to focus light waves. Photo
credit: Zeiss. Each objective has its information i. Photo credit: Accu-scope. Scanning objective
lens 4x A scanning objective lens provides the lowest magnification power of all objective
lenses. Low power objective lens 10x The low power objective lens has more magnification
power than the scanning objective lens, and it is one of the most helpful lenses for general
viewing purposes. Oil immersion objective lens x The oil immersion objective lens provides the
most powerful magnification. However, the refractive index of air and your glass slide are
slightly different, so a special immersion oil must be added to bridge the gap. Without
immersion oil, the x lens will not function correctly. The specimen appears blurry, and you will
not achieve an ideal magnification or resolution. Check our posts to learn more about
immersion oil. The left image was dry no oil and the right image was with microscope
immersion oil. Objective lenses with higher magnification are usually longer. As a result, the tip
of high magnification objective lenses x is very close to the specimen. Please be very careful
when viewing and handling high magnification objective lenses. Check our post on more tips to
take care of your microscope. Some high quality, higher power objectives starting from 40x are
spring-loaded. Spring-loaded objective lenses will retract if the objective lens hits a slide,
preventing damage to both the lens and the slide. To obtain the total magnification power,
multiply the magnification of the eyepiece and objective lens used:. At low magnifications 5x
and 10x , you can have the overall view of the entire specimen â€” Vicia pea family root tip. By
getting closer with higher magnification , you will start to notice the cells and their nuclei blue
dots. At high magnifications 63x and x with lens immersion oil , you can see some nuclei looked
different from others. These spindle-shaped nuclei are dividing or under mitosis and their
chromosomes bundles of DNA are moving apart. The information and usage of objective lenses
are labeled on the side. Key information that you should pay attention to is the magnification i.
High-end microscopes also have achromatic, parcentered, or parfocal lenses. Lenses are
color-coded and are interchangeable between microscopes if built to DIN standards. It is
derived by a mathematical formula n sine u and is related to the angular aperture of the lens and
the index of refraction of the medium found between the lens and the specimen. The physical
size of the lens is important in determining the N. Nosepiece is also known as the revolving
turret. Nosepiece is a circular structure housing the objective lenses. There are holes where the
different objective lenses are screwed in. To change the magnification power, simply rotate the
turret to select different objectives. An audible click identifies the correct position for each lens
as it swings into place. When turning the nosepiece, grasped the ring around its edge, not the
objectives. Using the objectives as handles can de-center and possibly damage them. Pay
special attention to the distance between objectives and slides when you switch from low to
high power lenses. The stage is a flat platform that supports the slides. The stage has an
opening called aperture for the illuminating beam of light to pass through. The stage clips hold
the slides in place. If your microscope has a mechanical stage , the slide secured on the slide
holder can be moved in two perpendiculars X â€” Y directions by turning two knobs. One knob
moves the slide left and right; the other moves it forward and backward. The mechanical stage
provides more stable movements of the specimen slide instead of having to move it manually.

Two adjustment knobs are used to focus the microscope: fine focus knob and coarse focus
knob. Both knobs can move the stage up and down. You should use the coarse focus knob to
bring the specimen into approximate or near focus. Then you use the fine focus knob to
sharpen the focus quality of the image. When viewing with a high power objective lens, carefully
focus by only using the fine knob. These two focus knobs are coaxial, meaning they are built on
the same axis with the fine focus knob on the outside. Coaxial focus knobs are more convenient
since the viewer does not have to grope for a different knob. Rack stop is a safety feature to
prevent the slide from coming too far up and hitting the objective lens. Illuminator is the light
source for a microscope, typically located in the base of the microscope. Halogen bulbs are
commonly used to provide a steady light source. Currently, LED lights become more and more
popular. Mirrors are sometimes used instead of a built-in light. Mirrors are used to reflect light
from an external light source up through the bottom of the stage. Condensers are lenses that
are used to collect and focus light from the illuminator into the specimen. Condensers can be
found under the stage often in conjunction with an iris diaphragm. Condensers are critical to
obtaining sharp images at magnifications of x and above. The higher the magnification of the
condenser, the more the image clarity. For a 40x objective lens, a stage mounted 0. If your
microscope goes to x or above, a focusable condenser lens with an N. Most sophisticated
microscopes that go up to x come equipped with an Abbe condenser, which can be focused by
moving it up and down. The Abbe condenser should be set closest to the slide at x and moved
further away as the magnification level gets lower. Iris Diaphragm is located below the
condenser and below the light source. This apparatus can be adjusted to vary the intensity and
size of the cone of light projected through the slide. Iris Diaphragm and Abbe condenser are
essential for high-quality microscopes. Combined, they control both the focus and quantity of
light applied to the specimen. The setting of the Iris Diaphragm and Abbe condenser depends
on the transparency of the specimen and the degree of contrast you desire in your image. In
this article, we reviewed the parts of a compound microscope and their functions. Here are
some key points:. Skip to content Sharing is caring! Share Pin. This article covers. Once you
have an understanding of the parts of the microscope it will be much easier to navigate around
and begin observing your specimen, which is the fun part! As a side note, the microscope used
in this post is a great entry level or beginner microscope if you are trying to get someone
interested in microscopes, microbiology, or science in general. The head, also referred to as the
body of the microscope, is a structural component that contains the optical parts of the
microscope. The figure below shows the area of the microscope considered to be the body of
the microscope. If you were to open the body of the microscope you would find a mirror or
prism depending on the type and quality of the microscope. The prism or mirror is used to
reflect the light and reorient the image by making it appear right side up. In compound
microscopes with two eye pieces there are prisms contained in the body that will also split the
beam of light to enable you to view the image through both eye pieces. The arm of the
microscope is another structural piece. The arm is a curved piece in some microscopes and a
straight piece in others, but the function is the same in all microscopes. The base is the last
structural piece of the microscope. The base is at the bottom of the microscope and is used to
support the microscope. A heavier based tends to be a more desirable feature because it
reduces the chance of slight movements throwing off the focus and view of the microscope.
The obvious downside is that is makes the microscope heavier to move around. Put simply, this
is where you put your eye to see the image. Usually eyepieces come in 10X magnification, or
15X magnification but they can vary from 5X â€” 30X. For example, my first microscope came
with a 10X and 25X eyepiece which was pretty cool because it gave me some nice variability in
the magnification levels I was able to achieve. Some compound microscopes will have a small
screw keeping the eyepiece in place so if you are not able to lift the eyepiece out of the eyepiece
tube, you may want to check the eyepiece tube to see if there is something holding it in place.
Eyepieces are meant to be interchangeable. On the eyepiece you will see some letters but if you
are new to microscopy, it is not readily apparent what they mean. The eyepiece tube, also
known as the body tube, holds the eyepiece in place and is the bridge between the eyepiece and
the objective lens. Objective lenses are arguably the most identifiable parts of a microscope
because these are the lenses you see pointing at the specimen. You will usually find 3 or 4
objective lenses and they can range in magnification power from 4X, 10X, 40X, to X. The
objective lenses are marked with the magnifications, but you can also tell the higher
magnification objective lenses form the lower ones because the higher ones will be longer, and
the lower ones will be shorter. Some higher powered objective lenses have a spring setting
where the lens will retract if it is pressed up against a slide. The higher the magnification ,
typically, the closer the objective lens needs to be to the specimen to achieve a clear image so
the spring retraction will prevent damage to the objective lens if it comes into contact with the

slide. DIN is a nonprofit organization that develops standard practices including manufacturing
and quality standards in many fields of technology. You might hear the word parcentered when
looking at objective lenses. Parcentered just means that when you rotate the objective lens and
click the next level objective lens in place the specimen will remain in focus although typically
will require some minor adjustment. The nosepiece is where the objective lenses are screwed in
and can be rotated to easily change to the next objective lens. There are times where a
nosepiece can become too loose or too tight making it difficult to adjust the objective lenses.
Typically, there is a slot-headed screw in the middle of the nosepiece that, if you tighten it or
loosen it, should correct the issue. A rack stop is a part that prevents the stage from being
raised too far and hitting the objective lens. Typically, the microscope will ship with the rack
stop already adjusted correctly but there may be cases where you need to adjust it to allow you
to get slightly closer to the slide. As you can see this microscope does not have one but there is
a screw for it. Coarse adjustment knobs are used first on the low power objective lenses. This
will help you quickly get the specimen in focus. Typically, coarse and fine adjustment knobs are
built inline in a descending fashion so that you can keep viewing the microscope and find the
appropriate adjustment knob just by feel not requiring the users to glance down and find a
different knob. Fine adjustment knobs in contrast to the coarse adjustment knobs are going to
move the stage much slower and give you much more control over the movement up or down of
the stage. The fine adjustment knobs are used at the high power levels. On some microscopes
the fine adjustment knob very quietly clicks giving you additional auditory indicators to help
you focus your specimen. The stage is where the specimen is placed for examination under the
microscope. The stage is a flat platform that moves up and down by turning the coarse and fine
adjustment knobs. The movement closer or further away from the objective lens is what allows
the specimen to come into focus. Some microscopes have a mechanical stage. A mechanical
stage consists of slide clips that hold the slide in place and allows you to move the slide left,
right, up and down by turning knobs on the stage instead of using your hands to move the
slide. Moving the slide with your hands makes it harder to achieve the focus and view you are
looking for. The mechanical movements allow for a more precise positioning of the slide. Stage
clips hold the slide in place. If you have the true stage clips, they work just like clips. They are
forced down by a spring and you just lift the clip and put the slide underneath. The clip will keep
the slide in place. If you have a mechanical stage, the clips act more like a vice where you adjust
the clips to clamp the slide in place. You can then turn the knobs of the mechanical stage to
move the slide to the desired position. The aperture is the hole in the center of the microscope
stage where light makes its way to the stage. Numerical aperture is related but it is more of a
concept related to the angle of the cone of light that shines through the stage than a component
part of the microscope. The illuminator as you can probably derive from the name, is the light
source of the microscope. Most microscopes have a built in volt steady light source that shines
up through the microscope stage aperture. Although most microscopes have a built in
illuminator that generates the light, there are some old school microscopes that have a mirror
as an illuminator and reflect light coming from an external light source up through the
microscope stage to illuminate the specimen. The condenser is used to capture and focus the
light up through the stage. The condenser lenses have the most utility at higher magnification
powers like X and above and microscopes that have condenser lenses will be able to render a
sharper image than those without and the X and above range. In the example microscope the
condenser is actually built into the stage of the microscope and achieves a numerical aperture
of 0. This is done by a rotating disc under the stage that has different sized holes for the light to
shine through. The objective lens is only able to gather the light information within a given
numerical aperture depending on the objective, refractive medium, and distance of the objective
to the slide. The diaphragm is used conjunction with the condenser lens to achieve the optimal
numerical aperture for the objective. That said, visually there is no hard and fast rule on which
setting is needed for a given magnification level. The setting can depend on the transparency of
the specimen, and the degree of contrast you are looking for. There is much more to learn about
each of these parts of the microscope, but I hope this has been a good starting point for you to
feel comfortable with the microscope and start to find your way around. Most of the terms have
very simple explanations. Brandon is an enthusiast, hobbyist, and amateur in the world
microscopy. His love for science and all things microscopic moves him to share everything he
knows about microscopy and biology. If you're not familiar
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with Diatoms you may have simply overlooked them while you were observing bigger more

mobile microorganisms. However diatoms are extremely important to the environment and Skip
to content. Table of Contents 1. Head Body 2. Arm 3. Base 4. Eyepiece 5. Eyepiece Tube 6.
Objective Lenses 7. Revolving Nosepiece Turret 8. Rack Stop 9. Coarse Adjustment Knobs Fine
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References. Body of the Microscope. Microscope Arm. Base of the Microscope. Microscope
Eyepiece. Microscope Eyepiece Tube. Microscope objective lens. Microscope revolving
nosepiece turret. Microscope nosepiece screw. Microscope rack stop. Microscope coarse
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diaphragm. Check out this post to learn everything you need to know about Blepharisma the
pink ciliate! Continue Reading.

